Sonrai Dig: The foundation
of your cloud security operations.

The most comprehensive way to manage
cloud security risks.
Your development team is spinning up new
workloads and the alerts are rolling in. How do you
prioritize which are critical to fix without slowing
down engineering or driving your analysts crazy?
Ditch the endless cycle of decoding cloud-based
alerts and guessing which ones present the biggest
risk. With Sonrai Security, fix the critical issues
faster, ignore the ones that don’t matter, and feel
confident in the security of your workloads as code
hits the cloud. (Bonus: The dev team will love you
for it.)

We deliver a centralized enterprise identity and
data security platform for Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, and Oracle
Cloud. Sonrai Dig identifies and monitors every
possible relationship between identities and data
that exists inside the cloud platforms you use every
day. Our Governance Engine automates workflows,
remediation, and prevention capabilities to ensure
your workloads, identities, data, and platforms
stay secure.

AVAILABLE ON

Why enterprises choose Sonrai Dig
See everything.
Cloud Security Posture Management
(CSPM) tools and vulnerability scanning
aren’t enough. Sonrai Dig monitors your
hosts, datastores, and identities, along
with activity happening inside your
secret vaults and databases, to give
the most complete picture of what’s
happening across your clouds. We
apply analytics to your activity logs
to give you a continuous picture of
data access and permission usage in
a single tool.

Prioritize remediations based on
business impact.
Sort your workloads by how sensitive
the data is and which team owns
them and let Sonrai Dig do the rest.
Organize your cloud to reflect your
business with a few clicks, and Sonrai
will auto-deploy the right policy sets
to the right environments based on
real-world context.

Uncover relationships that pose
toxic risk.
Our proprietary cloud analytics engine
‘thinks’ like an attacker so that you
can keep them out. Sonrai Security’s
patented identity graph simulates every
potential attack path associated with a
risk so you can understand the severity
and take the next right step. Sonrai Dig
automatically locks down every overprivileged identity for you, applying
(or-reapplying) ‘least privilege.’

Operationalize and fix issues fast.
Our Governance Automation Engine
provides context-based alerting and
automatically routes remediations
to the right people. Get reporting
on a per team basis and track your
security maturity progress over time.
The results? Better KPIs than ‘tickets
closed,’ along with reporting your
executives actually understand.

Sonrai Security delivers enterprise cloud security for the public cloud. Powered by our cloud identity graph,
Sonrai combines workload, platform, identity, and data security in one platform. Best practices, workflow,
advisors, and automation supports amazing cross-team cloud security operations. Our mission is to unearth,
prioritize and remove risks across every part of a customer’s public cloud.

Schedule a demo today to discover how Sonrai can help your enterprise.
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